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Abstract

Prnning down exactly what is meant by the term Web

design can be difficult. At best we can see that Web design is a

multidisciplinary pursuit that consists of five primary

components. content, visuals, technology, delivery, and purpose.

However, theories of exactly how these components should mix

together vary from person to person as well as proJect to proJect.

Striking a fine balance between form and function, user and

designer, content and task, and convention and innovation is the

lofty goal of the Web designer. The good designer knows that

scales should not tip too far one way or another and tries to

avoid the absolutisms of "correct" Web desisn



1.1 Introduction

A website, also written as Web site, web site, or simply site, is a set

of related web pages served from a single web domain. A website is

hosted on at least one web server, accessible via a network such as the

Internet or a private local area network through an Internet address

known as a Uniform resource locator. All publicly accessible websites

collectively constitute the World Wide Web.

A webpage is a document, typically written in plain text

interspersed with formatting instructions of Hypertext Markup Language

(ITML, XH'I'MI-). A webpage may incorporate elements from other

wcbsites with suitable markup anchors.

1.2 Web pages

Webpages are accessed and transported with the Hypertext

'I'ransfer Protocol (I{T'l'P), which may optionally employ encryption

(HTTP Secure, HTTPS) to provide security and privacy for the user of

the webpage content. The user's application, often a web browser, renders

the page content according to its HTML markup instructions onto a

display terminal.

The pages of a website can usually be accessed from a simple

Uniform Resource Locator (URL) called the web address. The URLs of

the pages organize them into a hierarchy, although hyperlinking between

them conveys the reader's perceived site structure and guides the reader's

navigation of the site which generally includes a home page with most of

the links to the site's web content, and a supplementary about, contact and

link page.



Some websites require a subscription to access some or all of their

content. Examples of subscription websites include many business sites,

parts of news websites, academic journal websites, gaming websites, file-

sharing websites, message boards, web-based email, social networking

websites, websites providing real-time stock market data, and websites

providing various other services (e.g., websites offering storing and/or

sharing of images, files and so forth).

1.2.1 Static website

A static website is one that has web pages stored on the server in

the format that is sent to a client web browser. It is primarily coded in

Hypertext Markup Language (HTML); Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) are

used to control appearance beyond basic HTML. Images are commonly

used to effect the desired appearance and as part of the main content.

Audio or video might also be considered "static" content if it plays

automatically or is generally non-interactive.

This type of website usually displays the same information to all

visitors. Similar to handing out a printed brochure to customers or clients,

a static website will generally provide consistent, standard information

for an extended period of time. Although the website owner may make

updates periodically, it is a manual process to edit the text, photos and

other content and may require basic website design skills and software.

Simple forms or marketing examples of websites, such as classic website,

a five-page website or a brochure website are often static websites,

because they prescnt pre-defined, static information to the user. This may

include information about a company and its products and services

through text, photos, animations, audio/video, and navigation menus.



Static web sites can be edited using four broad categories ofsoftware:

Text editors, such as Notepad or TextEdit, where content and

HTML markup are manipulated directly within the editor program

WYSIWYG offline editors, such as Microsoft Frontpage and

Adobe Dreamweaver (previously Macromedia Dreamweaver),

with which the site is edited using a GUI and the final HTML

markup is generated automatically by the editor software

WYSIWYG online editors which create media rich online

presentation like web pages, widgets, intro, blogs, and other

documents.

Template-based editors, such as RapidWeaver and iWeb, which

allow users to quickly create and upload web pages to a web server

without detailed HTML knowledge, as they pick a suitable

template from a palette and add pictures and text to it in a desktop

publishing fashion without direct manipulation of HTML code

Static websites may still use server side includes (SSI) as an editing

convenience, such as sharing a common menu bar across many pages. As

the site's behavior to the reader is still static. this is not considered a

dynamic site.

static website contains web pages with fixed content. Each page is

coded in HTMLand displays the same information to every visitor. Static

sites are the most basic type of website and are the easiest to create.

Unlike dynamic websites, they do not require any Web programming

or database design. A static site can be built by simply creating a few

HTML pages and publishing them to a Web server.



Since static Wcb pages contain fixed code. the content of each page

does not change unless it is manually updated by the webmaster. This

works well for small websites, but it can make large sites with hundreds

or thousands of pages difficult to maintain. Therefore, larger websites

typically use dynamic pages, which can be updated by simply modifing

a database record. Static sites that contain a lot of pages are often

designed using temptates. This makes it possible to update several pages at

once, and also helps provide a consistent layout throughout the site.

1.2.2 Dynamic website

A dynamic website is one that changes or customizes itself

frequently and automatically.

Server-side dynamic pages are generated "on the fly" by computer

code that produces the HTML and CSS. There are a wide range of

software systems, such as CGI, Java Servlets and Java Server Pages

(JSP), Active Server Pages and ColdFusion (CFML) that are available to

generate dynamic web systems and dynamic sites. Various web

application frameworks and web template systems are available for

general-use programming languages like PHP, Perl, Python, and Ruby, to

make it faster and easier to create complex dynamic web sites.

A site can display the cunent state of a dialogue between users,

monitor a changing situation, or provide information in some way

personalized to the requirements of the individual user. For example,

when the front page of a news site is requested, the code running on the

web server might combine stored HTML fragments with news stores



retrieved from a database or another web site via RSS to produce a page

that includes the latest information. Dynamic sites can be interactive by

using HTML forms, storing and reading back browser cookies, or by

creating a series of pages that reflect the previous history of clicks.

Another example of dynamic content is when a retail website with a

database of media products allows a user to input a search request, e.g.

for the keyword Beatles. In response, the content of the web pagc will

spontaneously change the way it looked before, and will then display a

list of Beatles products like CDs, DVDs and books.

Dynamic HTML uses JavaScript code to instruct the web browser

how to interactively modify the page contents.

One way to simulate a certain type of dynamic web site while

avoiding the performance loss of initiating the dynamic engine on a per-

user or per-connection basis, is to periodically automatically regenerate a

large series of static pages.

Dynamic websites contain Web pages that are generated in real-

time. 'l'hese pages include Web scripting code, such as PHP or ASP.

When a dynamic page is accessed, the code within the page is parsed on

the Web server and the resultins HTML is sent to the client's Web

browser.

Most large websites are dynamic, since they are easier to maintain

than static websites. This is because static pages each contain unique

content, meaning they must be manually opened, edited, and published

whenever a change is made. Dynamic pages, on the other hand, access

information from a database. Therefore, to alter the content of a dynamic

page, the webmaster may only need to update a database record. This is

11



especially helpful for large sites that contain hundreds or thousands of

pages. It also makes it possible for multiple users to update the content of

a website without editing the layout of the pages.

Dynamic websites that access information from a database are also

called database-driven websites.

1.2.3 Multimedia and interactive content

Early web sites had only text, and soon after, images' Web browser

plug ins were then used to add audio, video, and interactivity (such as for

a rich Internet application that mirrors the complexity of a desktop

application like a word processor). Examples of such plug-ins are

Microsoft Silverlight, Adobe Flash, Adobe Shockwave, and applets

written in Java. HTML 5 includes provisions for audio and video without

plugins. JavaScript is also built into most modern web browsers, and

allows for web site creators to send code to the web browser that instructs

it how to interactively modify page content and communicate with the

web server if needed. (The browser's internal representation of the

content is known as the Document Object Model (DOM) and the

technique is known as Dynamic HTML.)



1.2.4 Spelling

The form "website" has become the most common spelling, but

"web site" (capitalised) and "web site" are also widely used, though

declining. Some academia, some large book publishers' and some

dictionaries still use "Web site", reflecting the origin of the term in the

proper name World Wide Web. There has also been similar debate

regarding related terms such as web page, web server, and webcam'

Among leading style guides, the Reuters style guide,l5l lfte

Chicago Manual of Style,I't and the AP Stylebook (since April 2010)t7l all

recommend "website".

Among leading dictionaries and encyclopedias, the Canadian

Oxford Dictionary prefers "website", and the Oxford English Dictionary

changed to "website" in 2004.181 Wikipedia also uses "website", but

Encyclopedia Britannica uses both "Web site" and "Website" 'tel

Britannica's Merriam-Webster subsidiary uses "Web site", recognising

"website" as a variant.llol

Among leading language-usage commentators, Garner's Modern

American (Jsage acknowledges that "website" is the standard form,tltl but

Bill Walsh, of The Inashington Post, argues for using "Web site" in his

books and on his websitet'2l tho*ever, The Washingtor Posl itself uses

"website" ).

Among major Internet technology companies and corporations'

Coogle uses "website", as does Apple, though Microsoft uses both

"website" and "web site"
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1.3 What is Web Programming?

Programming is the intricate art of telling a computer what to do.

"You mean when I say, 'Give me back my research paper you stupid

machine', that I'm programming". Umm, no. Programming is giving

written instructions in a logical manner that the computer can understand.

Essentially, you give the computer small steps of instructions, and the

computer goes down the list, executing each one in order. Programming

allows you to make new software and have the computer do new things.

Web site programming is the same except you write applications or web

pages that are used by a web browser.

The good news is that web site programming can be easy! This

page will help you understand, what is programming, and why you might

want to do web site programming. Web Site Programming is the practice

of writing applications that run on a web server and can be used by many

different people. Many applications work really well as a web

application. Some examples of popular web applications include Flickr,

Gmail, and Google Maps. You are able to upload and view pictures, send

email and lookup directions using these web applications and they are all

made possible through web site programming.
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1,4 Web building and programming Technique :

I.4.I HTML:

HTML or HyperText Markup Language is the main markup

language for creating web pages and other information that can be

disolaved in a web browscr.

HTML is written in the form of HTML elements consisting of taus

enclosed in angle brackets (like <html>), within the web page content.

IJ1'ML tags most commonly come in pairs like <h1> and </hl>, although

sonre tags represent emply elemenls and so are unpaired, for example

<img>. The first tag in a pair is the start tag, and the second tag is the end

lag (they are also called opening tags and closing tags).In between these

lags web designers can add text, further tags, comments and other types

of text-based content.

The purpose of a web browser is to read HTML documents and

compose them into visible or audible web pages. The browser does not

display the HTML tags, but uses the lags to interpret the content of the

page.

HTML elements form the building blocks of all websites. HTML

allows images and objects to be embedded and can be used to create

interactive forms. It provides a means to create structured documents by

denoting structural semantics for text such as headings, paragraphs, lists,

links, quotes and other items. It can embed scripts written in languages

such as JavaScript which affect the behavior of HTML web pages.

Web browsers can also refer to Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) to

define the look and layout of text and other material. The W3C,
15



maintainer of both the HTML and the CSS standards, encourages the use

of CSS over explicit presentational HTML

r.4.2 CSS:

Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) is a style sheet language used for

describing the look and formatting of a document written in a markup

language. While most often used to style web pages and interfaces written

in FITML and XHTML, the language can be applied to any kind of XML

document, including plain XML, SVG and XUL. CSS is a cornerstone

specification of the web and almost all web pages use CSS style sheets to

describe their presentation.

CSS is designed primarily to enable the separation of document

content from document presentation, including elements such as the

layout, colors, and fonts.lll This separation can improve content

accessibility, provide more flexibitity and control in the specification of

presentation characteristics, enable multiple pages to share formatting,

and reduce complexity and repetition in the structural content (such as by

allowing for tableless web design).

CSS can also allow the same markup page to be presented in

different styles for different rendering methods, such as on-screen, ln

print, by voice (when read out by a speech-based browser or screen

reader) and on Braille-based, tactile devices. It can also be used to allow

the web page to display differently depending on the screen size or device

on which it is being viewed' While the author of a document typically

links that document to a CSS file, rcaders can use a different style sheet,

perhaps one on their own computer, to override the one the author has



specified. However if the author or the reader did not link the document

to a specific style sheet the default style of the browser will be applied'

1.4.3 ASP:

Active Server Pages (ASP), also known as Classic ASP or ASP

Classic, was Microsoft's first server-side script engine for dynamically

generated web pages. lnitially released as an add-on to Internet

Information Services (lIS) via the Windows NT 4.0 Option Pack (ca'

1996), it was subsequently included as a free component of Windows

Server (since the initial release of windows 2000 Server). ASP.NET, first

released in January 2002, has superseded ASP.

ASP 2.0 provided six builrin objects: Application, ASPError'

Request, Response, Server, and Session. Session, for example, represents

a session that maintains the state of variables from page to page'trl The

Active Scripting engine's support of the Component Object Model

(COM) enables ASP websites to access functionality in compiled

libraries such as DLLs.

ASP 3.0 does not differ greatly from ASP 2'0 but it does offer

some additional enhancements such as: Server. Transfer method, server.

Execute method, and an enhanced ASP Error object' ASP 3'0 also

enabled buffering by default and optimized the engine for better

performance.

The use of ASP pages with Intemet Information Services (IIS) is

currently supported on all supported versions of IIS' The use of ASP

pages will be supported on Windows 8 for a minimum of 10 years from

the Windows 8 release date
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1.4.4 PHP :

PHP is a server-side scripting language designed for web

development but also used as a general-purpose programming language'

PHP is now installed on more than 244 million websites and 2'1 million

web servers.[4] Originally created by Rasmus Lerdorf in 1995' the

reference implementation of PHP is now produced by The PHP Group'

While PHP originally stood for Personal Home Page, it now stands for

PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor, a recursive backronym-

PHP code is interpreted by a web server with a PHP processor

module, which generates the resulting web page: PHP commands can be

embedded directly into an HTML source document rather than calling an

external file to process data. It has also evolved to include a command-

line interface capability and can be used in standalone graphical

applications.

PHP is free software released under the PHP License' PHP can be

deployed on most web servers and also as a standalone shell on almost

every operating system and platform.
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I.4.5 ASP.NET :

ASP.NET is a server-side Web application framework designed

lor Web development to produce dynamic Web pages. It was developed

by Microsoft to allow programmers to build dynamic web sites, web

applications and web services. It was first released in January 2002 with

version 1.0 of the .NET Framework, and is the successor to Microsoft's

Active Server Pages (ASP) technology. ASP.NET is built on thc

Common Language Runtime (CLR), allowing programmers to write

ASP.NET code using any supported .NET language. The ASp.NET

SOAP extension framework allows ASP.NET components to Drocess

SOAP messages.

ASP.NEI' Web pages, known officially as Web Forms, are the

main building blocks for application development. Web forms are

contained in files with a ".aspx" extension; these files typically contain

static (X)HTML markup, as well as markup defining server-side Web

Controls and User Controls where the developers place all the rc content

for the Web page. Additionally, dynamic code which runs on the server

can be placed in a page within a block <% -- dynamic code -- o%>, which

is similar to other Web development technologies such as PHP, JSP, and

ASP. With ASP.NET Framework 2.0, Microsoft introduced a new code-

behind model which allows static text to remain on the .aspx page, while

dynamic code remains in an .aspx.vb or .aspx.cs or .aspx.fs file

(depending on the programming language used).

19



1.4.5 Java Script :

JavaScript (JS) is a dynamic computer programming language. It

is most commonly used as part of web browsers, whose implementations

allow client-side scripts to interact with the user, control the browser,

communicate asynchronously, and alter the document content that is

displayed. It is also being used in server-side programming, game

development and the creation ofdesktop and mobile applications.

JavaScript is a prototype-based scripting language with dynamic

typing and has first-class functions. Its syntax was influenced by C.

JavaScript copies many names and naming conventions from Java, but

the two languages are otherwise unrelated and have very different

semantics. The key design principles within JavaScript are taken from the

Self and Scheme programming languages. It is a multi-paradigm

language, supporting object-oriented, imperative, and functional

programming styles.

The application of JavaScript to use outside of web pages-for

example, in PDF documents, site-specific browsers, and desktop

widgets-is also significant. Newer and faster JavaScript VMs and

platforms built upon them (notably Nodejs) have also increased the

popularity of JavaScript for server-side web applications. On the client

side, JavaScript was traditionally implemented as an interpreted language

but just-in-time compilation is now performed by recent (post-2012)

browsers.

JavaScript was formalized in the ECMAScript language standard

and is primarily used as part of a web browser (client-side JavaScript).

20



This enables programmatic access to computational objects within a host

envlronment.

2 -Web Browsers

The first web browser was invented in 1990 by Sir Tim Berners-

Lee. It was called World wide Web and was later renamed Nexus.[3] The

first commonly available web browser with a graphical user interface was

Erwise. The development of Erwise was initiated by Robert Cailliau.

In 1993, browser software was further innovated by Marc

Andreessen with the release of Mosaic, "the world's first popular

browser",[4] which made the World Wide Web system easy to use and

more accessible to the average person. Andreesen's browser sparked the

internet boom of the 
-l990s.[4] The introduction of Mosaic in 1993 - one

of the first graphical web browsers - led to an explosion in web use.

Andrcessen, the lcader of the Mosaic team at NCSA, soon started his own

company, named Netscape, and released the Mosaic-influenced Netscape

Navigator in 1994,, which quickly became the world's most popular

browser, accounting for 90o/o of all web use at its peak (see usage share of

web browsers).

Microsoft responded with its Intemet Explorer in 1995' also

heavily influenced by Mosaic, initiating the industry's first browser war'

Bundled with Windows, Internet Explorer gained dominance in the web

browser market; Internet Explorer usage share peaked at over 95% by

2002.[sl

Opera debuted in 1996; it has never achieved widespread use,

having less than 2%o browser usage share as of February 2012 according

21



to Net Applications.[7] Its Opera-mini version has an additive share, in

April 201 1 amounting to 1 .1o/o of overall browser use, but focused on the

fast-growing mobile phone web browser market, being preinstalled on

over 40 million phones. It is also available on several other embedded

systems, including Nintendo's Wii video game console.

2.1 Internet ExPlorer :

Internet Explorer (formerly Microsoft Internet Explorer and

Windows lnternet Explorer, commonly abbreviated IE or MSIE) is a

series of graphical web browsers developed by Microsoft and included as

part of the Microsoft Windows line of operating systems, starting in

1995. It was first released as part of the add-on package Plus! for

windows 95 that year. Later versions were available as free downloads,

or in service packs, and included in the OEM service releases of

Windows 95 and later versions of Windows'

Since its first release, Microsoft has added features and

technologies such as basic table display (in version 1'S);

XMlHttpRequest (in version 5), which aids creation of dynamic web

pages; and Internationalized Domain Names (in version 7), which allow

web sites to have native-language addresses with non-Latin characters.

The browser has also received scrutiny throughout its development for

use of third-party technology (such as the source code of Spyglass

Mosaic, used without royalty in early versions) and security and privacy

vulnerabilities, and both the United States and the European Union have

alleged that integration of lnternet Explorer with Windows has been to

the detriment of other browsers.



The latest stable release is Internet Explorer 11, with an interface

allowing for use as both a desktop application, and as a Windows 8

aoolication.

2.2 Mozilla Firefox :

Mozilla Firefox is a free and open-source web browser developed

for Windows, OS X, and Linux, with a mobile version for Android' by

theMozillaFoundationanditssubsidiary,theMozil|aCorporation'

Firefox uses the Gecko layout engine to render web pages' which

implements cument and anticipated web standards'|181

The Firefox project began as an experimental branch of the Mozilla

project by Dave Hyatt, Joe Flewitt and Blake Ross' They believed the

commercial requirements of Netscape's sponsorship and developer-driven

feature creep compromised the utility of the Mozilla browser' To combat

whattheysawastheMozillaSuite'ssoftwarebloat,theycreatedastand-

alonebrowser,withwhichtheyintendedtoreplacetheMozillaSuite'On

April 3, 2003, the Mozilla Organization announced that they planned to

change their focus from the Mozilla Suite to Firefox and Thunderbird'

'Ihe Firefbx project has undergone several name changes'

Originally titled Phoenix, it was renamed because of trademark problems

with Phoenix Technologies. The replacement name, Firebird' provoked

an intense response from the Firebird database software project' In

response, the Mozilla Foundation stated that the browser should always

bear the name Mozilla Firebird to avoid confusion. After further pressure,

on February g, 2004, Mozilla Firebird became Mozilla Firefox' often

referredtoasFirefox.MozillapreferstheFirefoxabbreviationFxorfx,

23



though it is often abbreviated as FF. The Firefox project went through

many versions before they released version 1.0 on November 9,2004.

2.3 Google Chrome:

Google Chrome is a freeware web browser developed by Google.

It used the Web Kit layout engine until version 27 and, with the exception

of its iOS releases, from version 28 and beyond uses the Web Kit fork

Blink. It was first released as a beta version for Microsoft Windows on

September 2,2008, and as a stable public release on December I l, 2008.

In September 2008, Google released the majority of Chrome's

source code as an open source project called Chromium, on which

Chrome releases are still based. Notable components that are not open

source are the built-in PDF viewer and the built-in Flash player.

Chrome was assembled from 25 different code libraries from

Coogle and third parties such as Mozilla's Netscape Portable Runtime,

Network Security Services, NPAPI, Skia Graphics Engine, SQLite, and a

number ofother open-source projects. The V8 JavaScript virtual machine

was considered a sufficiently important project to be split off (as was

Adobe/Mozilla's Tamarind) and handled by a separate team in Denmark

coordinated by Lars Bak at Aarhus. According to Google, existing

implementations were designed "for small programs, where the

performance and interactivity of the system weren't that important", but

web applications such as Gmail "are using the web browser to the fullest

when it comes to DOM manipulations and JavaScript", and therefore

24



would significantly benefit from a JavaScript engine that could work

faster.

3.4 Opera :

Opera is a web browser developed by Opera Software. The latest

versions of Opera use the Blink layout engine. Earlier versions used

Opera Software's proprietary Presto layout engine and had additional

Internet suite features such as sending and receiving e-mail messages,

managing contacts, chatting on IRC, downloading files via Bit Torrent,

and reading web feeds. Opera is offered free of charge for personal

computers and mobile devices. According to Opera Software, the browser

has over 300 million monthlv users worldwide.

Opera is the third most popular mobile web browser as of

November 2013. Opera Mini has been chosen as the default integrated

web browser in several mobile handsets by their respective

manufacturers.

Features include tabbed browsing, Page zooming, mouse gestures,

and an integrated download manager. Its security features include built-in

phishing and malware protection and the ability to delete private data

such as HTTP cookies. Opera has been noted for originating many

features later adopted by other web browsers, a prominent example being

Soeed Dial.
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2.5 Safari:

Safari is a web browser developed by Apple Inc' and included

with the OS X and iOS operating systems. First released as a public beta

on January 7 , 2003 on the company's OS X operating system, it became

Apple's default browser beginning with Mac OS X v10'3 "Panther"'

Safari is also a native browser for iOS.

A version of Safari for the Microsoft Windows operating system

was first released on June ll,2007and supported Windows XP Service

Pack2,orlaterbutithasbeendiscontinued.Safari5.l'T,releasedon

May 9,2012, is the last version available for Windows'

AccordingtoNetApplications,safariaccountedfor62'TTpercent

ofmobilewebbrowsingtrafficand5.43percentofdesktoptrafficin

October 2011, giving a combined market share of 8'72 percent'
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3.1 Summary of Site

Book Stora site d€sign€d in TITML site consists of a nurnber of
pages representing the main front of the site and consist of a number of

frames that collected to fonnation the index page of this web.

This site is divided into nine sections: each of all sections

represents a specific subject such as ( Office, Web Development,

Programming Language, .. . . etc.).

l.Il.r4il8e.|r-J.

r-

III

-

Fig.-3.1- Index Page
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3.2 Site Map :

Programming
language

Office Suits
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3.3 Sitc Contcnt:

the con$ents Disfribut€d in €) pag€s which each page belong to

one Categcy listed m the sirc and the c@tents page is a table with the

cornmm tupctant PDF books wifi two choice ( Dautdmd * )
marked wi6 rftis image d, (View h ,, *"U rrith this image

as shwn inthesmple below.

Fig.-2- Books View / Download Sample
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3.4 Techniques Usage:

3.4.1 HTML tags :

1- <frame> Tag : The <frame> tag is not supported in HTMLS.The
<frame> tag defines one particular window (frame) within a <frameset>.

Each <frame> in a <frameset> can have different attributes. such as

border, scrolling, the ability to resize, etc.

2- <img> Tag : The <img> tag defines an image in an HTML page. The

<img> tag has two required attributes: src and alt. Images are not

technically inserted into an HTML page, images are linked to FITML
pages. The <img> tag creates a holding space for the referenced imase.

3- <div> Tag :The <div> tag defines a division or a section in an HTML
document. The <div> tag is used to group block-elements to format them

with CSS. The <div> element is very often used together with CSS, to

layout a web page.

4- < embed > Tag :The <embed> tag defines a container for an extemal

application or interactive content (a plug-in).
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3.4.2 CSS effect:

1- beclground : CSS background properties are used to define the

background effects of an elemenL CSS properties used for background

ef,lects: background-image The background-image property specifies an

image to use as the background ofan elernent.

background-repeat the background-image property r€peats an image both

horizontal ly and vertically.

2- box : All HTML eleme,nts can be considered as boxes. In CSS, the

tem "box model" is used when talking about design and layout. The CSS

box model is essentially a box that wraps around HTML elements, and it

consists of: margins, borders, padding, and the achral content. The box

model allows us to place a border around elements and space elernents in

relation to other elements.

The image below illustates the box model;

Margin

D:AAlaa
' 

9v9l.l:,

; Content
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Explanatim of the different parts:

l[rrgin - Clean m area around the border. The margin does not

have a backgromd olor, it is compleely trmsparcnt

Bordcr - A borderftat goes alundthe padding md cmtent. The

border is inherited from the color property ofthe box

Paddlng- Clean marca aroud the cmtent. The padding is

atrectcd by the backgromd color of the box

Contcnt - The cmtmt of the box, whene text and images ryp€Er

And below the pracrical ryplicatim of box model in the websirc :

iFJr cril

ProgrammirE LarEuage

Fig.-4- BOXmodel in website
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l links and links hover : Links can be styled wi6 any CSS prop€rty

(e,g. colu, font-family, background, etc.). In addition, links can be styled

differently depending on what state they are in. The links states we are

used is :

a:hover - a link when the user mouse over it, and below an example :

C'r-tr,rE iirJ.lr /"JLi

Web Develooment

Fig.-5a- Link Fig.-5b- Mouse over link
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3.5 Browsing Website Extmple :

In figures below, an example about browsing, viewing and
downloading fonn different website pages. At first as in all websites
home page is a default pagg so it will be the first viewing page to
visitors.

Fig.-6- sections of books

The home page contains the main sections of and categories of

available books in site user must choose one ofthese sections by clicking

on the multi-colored box or the button labeled with section name .

' ). $at/ lt/cri.a 
'LU.a 

#!a tnm4lnt i,-<ord.f,!i

ProgrammrE t anquage

Gl 3s-:.

N€lwotl{ng

lEl --'*'
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After this a nelv page will be loaded with the table of books that

belmg to this category, as in figure belor' :

Fig.-7- table ofbooks

Every row have two options ( view ) and ( downtoad ) , clicking on

( view ) option will load a new page to read the book online with the

default ( PDF Adobe Reads ), either the second option will show this

conversation box asking the user to acc€,pt downloading the boolq as

shownbelow:

Ot ning r-r- !{,

Y4 h.E <tF.a ro o9G
ft aoao q,

Eni.h ,- AdLb. 
^.'-6- 

Oo<ffi dt XB)
trft ri\p..r<r 2or.\!F3 air.\id\bo.r.

t|,h.a rndld tir.rq do *r|,r 6;:6rG?

l,__J oo rtn |.tdrr,.dy t- fi€ |.l4 ttra. tm E d,

Fig.-8- Conversation box

By clicking (OK) the book will be ready to bc opened on computer.
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4.1 Conclusions :

1. HTML is considered one ofthe languages useful and essential in the

design ofweb pages.

2. language codes used in the design ofthe site understood by all

operating systems and possible display on all browsers like Internet

Explorer and Mozilla Fire Fox.

3. Through using of CSS technology show that they add interactive

buttons to the site

4. HTML is the language that provides possibility of including

multimedia (photos, sounds and Flash) with all extensions using the

tags that have special properties for this purpose.

4.2Recommendations :

publish the site on sites hosting to make it easier for the visitor access.

Develop the site using new languages such as php and asp'

Update the site periodically to ensure it is free from errors or start a

new material.

inclusion the site within the search engines.

1.

2.

J.

4.
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